
• Establish an entitlements baseline based on your software contracts and agreements

• Establish a deployments baseline by analyzing, reviewing and reconciling data collected by the existing discovery tools in your 
environment. If additional discovery is required, Siwel can generate the required data.

• Calculate software license position and understand compliance status by comparing and reconciling software entitlements to
actual deployments

• Identify opportunities to optimize software license utilization

The Siwel team has uncovered cost avoidance of as much as $300 million for a client though a Sofware License Position 
engagement for one product set.
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The Challenge:
Are you in compliance with your software agreements?
Imagine that one of your major software publishers has requested an audit, but you are not 
confident about where your organization stands in terms of licenses deployed versus the licenses 
you are entitled to by the terms of your software agreement. You are unsure of your compliance 
position with this publisher.

In another scenario, the time is approaching for the annual true-up with a leading software 
publisher, and you are not comfortable with the accuracy of the data being generated by your ITAM 
program.

Or imagine that the enterprise contract with another major publisher is up for renewal and it is 
unclear whether your organization has deployed all the licenses that are available, 
or there is still software “on the shelf,” yet to be used. Because you are uncertain of your 
compliance position, you fear that your organization will be at a disadvantage when you sit down at 
the negotiating table.

If any of these scenarios sound familiar, Siwel can help. Our IT Asset Management 
(ITAM) team provides services to help your organization gather intelligence on exactly where 
you stand regarding software compliance. Siwel can ensure that you are in the strongest 
possible position as you enter into software audits, true-ups and contract negotiations.

The Solution:   
Software License Position Services
Siwel provides Software License Position (SLP) Services to help organizations maximize license utilization and understand their 
compliance position with leading software publishers. By comparing entitlement data to discovery outputs through rigorous 
analysis, we uncover and  understand any potential risks or exposure.

Our team of Software Asset Management (SAM) experts will:

Software License Position Services
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The knowledge gained from an SLP will place you in the strongest possible position as you enter into software audits, true-ups and 
contract negotiations, and will help you maximize your software investment.

Benefits
By choosing Siwel’s Software License Position Services, you will realize the following 
benefits:

• Knowledge	 is	power: You will no longer need to rely on your software publisher
for deployment and entitlement data, and will be in a stronger position as you enter 
into audits, true-ups and contract negotiations.

• Better	business	decisions: Through the expertise of our experienced license
analysts, you will have accurate, detailed information about your compliance position 
with your publisher, leading to better management and optimization of your 
software assets, and better business decisions.

• Financial: Understanding your Software License Position will lead to significant
cost avoidance and savings opportunities, and less risk for your organization. 
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Case Studies
Fortune	1000	Pharmaceutical	Company

A Fortune 1000 pharmaceutical company received a letter from an external auditor indicating that their software publisher was 
requesting an audit. Knowing that they did not understand their compliance position with this publisher, the company engaged     
Siwel to help them determine their Software License Position to support a successful audit response. During the engagement, 
Siwel uncovered that the company would owe their publisher $25 million if they did not change some of their licensing schemes. 
After some licensing adjustments, Siwel brought this exposure down to $500,000. 

Fortune	500	Telecommunications	Provider

A Fortune 500 telecommunications company maintains an enterprise software agreement with a leading publisher.  This agreement 
entitled the company to full use of Product A, with limited use rights for Product B. 

With a thorough understanding of software licensing as well as this particular enterprise agreement, Siwel’s license analysts were 
aware of the product use rights and calculated their Software License Position. They determined that the client was not required to 
purchase licenses for Product B because they were already entitled to limited use. This analysis resulted in a cost avoidance of         
$7 million for the telecommunications provider. 

Why Siwel?
Siwel has been designing and implementing successful Software Asset Management (SAM) solutions for Fortune 50 through middle 
market companies since 1998. The Siwel team has learned that a successful SAM program must combine real-time, accurate 
business intelligence with business analytics that enable your organization to support important strategic and financial decisions. 
Whether you engage Siwel to determine your software license position, advise on a contract or audit issue, optimize your tool 
implementation, identify gaps, risks and opportunities for cost-savings in your current SAM program, develop a comprehensive 
new program for you to run, or manage your entire SAM program in the cloud, your organization will benefit from real-time, 
accurate data that is analyzed and interpreted by the foremost experts in the field. 

Siwel is a woman-owned business founded in 1992, and is headquartered in New York City.
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